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A substation is a part of an electrical generation , transmission , and distribution system.
Substations transform voltage from high to low, or the reverse, or perform any of several other
important functions. Between the generating station and consumer, electric power may flow
through several substations at different voltage levels. A substation may include transformers
to change voltage levels between high transmission voltages and lower distribution voltages, or
at the interconnection of two different transmission voltages. Substations may be owned and
operated by an electrical utility, or may be owned by a large industrial or commercial customer.
The word substation comes from the days before the distribution system became a grid. As
central generation stations became larger, smaller generating plants were converted to
distribution stations, receiving their energy supply from a larger plant instead of using their own
generators. The first substations were connected to only one power station , where the
generators were housed, and were subsidiaries of that power station. Substations may be
described by their voltage class, their applications within the power system, the method used to
insulate most connections, and by the style and materials of the structures used. These
categories are not disjointed; for example, to solve a particular problem, a transmission
substation may include significant distribution functions. A transmission substation connects
two or more transmission lines. In such cases, substation contains high-voltage switches that
allow lines to be connected or isolated for fault clearance or maintenance. Transmission
substations can range from simple to complex. A small "switching station" may be little more
than a bus plus some circuit breakers. Modern substations may be implemented using
international standards such as IEC Standard A distribution substation transfers power from the
transmission system to the distribution system of an area. The input for a distribution
substation is typically at least two transmission or sub-transmission lines. The output is a
number of feeders. Distribution voltages are typically medium voltage, between 2. The feeders
run along streets overhead or underground, in some cases and power the distribution
transformers at or near the customer premises. In addition to transforming voltage, distribution
substations also isolate faults in either the transmission or distribution systems. The downtown
areas of large cities feature complicated distribution substations, with high-voltage switching,
and switching and backup systems on the low-voltage side. More typical distribution
substations have a switch, one transformer, and minimal facilities on the low-voltage side. In
distributed generation projects such as a wind farm or photovoltaic power station , a collector
substation may be required. It resembles a distribution substation although power flow is in the
opposite direction, from many wind turbines or inverters up into the transmission grid. The
collector substation can also provide power factor correction if it is needed, metering, and
control of the wind farm. In some special cases a collector substation can also contain an HVDC
converter station. Collector substations also exist where multiple thermal or hydroelectric
power plants of comparable output power are in proximity. Examples for such substations are
Brauweiler in Germany and Hradec in the Czech Republic, where power is collected from nearby
lignite -fired power plants. If no transformers are required for increasing the voltage to
transmission level, the substation is a switching station. Converter substations may be
associated with HVDC converter plants, traction current , or interconnected non-synchronous
networks. These stations contain power electronic devices to change the frequency of current,
or else convert from alternating to direct current or the reverse. Formerly rotary converters
changed frequency to interconnect two systems; nowadays such substations are rare. A
switching station is a substation without transformers and operating only at a single voltage
level. Switching stations are sometimes used as collector and distribution stations. Sometimes
they are used for switching the current to back-up lines or for parallelizing circuits in case of
failure. A switching station may also be known as a switchyard, and these are commonly
located directly adjacent to or nearby a power station. In this case the generators from the
power station supply their power into the yard onto the generator bus on one side of the yard,
and the transmission lines take their power from a Feeder Bus on the other side of the yard. An
important function performed by a substation is switching , which is the connecting and
disconnecting of transmission lines or other components to and from the system. Switching
events may be planned or unplanned. A transmission line or other component may need to be
de-energized for maintenance or for new construction, for example, adding or removing a
transmission line or a transformer. To maintain reliability of supply, companies aim at keeping
the system up and running while performing maintenance. All work to be performed, from
routine testing to adding entirely new substations, should be done while keeping the whole
system running. Unplanned switching events are caused by a fault in a transmission line or any
other component, for example:. The function of the switching station is to isolate the faulty
portion of the system in the shortest possible time. De-energizing faulty equipment protects it
from further damage, and isolating a fault helps keep the rest of the electrical grid operating

with stability. Electrified railways also use substations, often distribution substations. In some
cases a conversion of the current type takes place, commonly with rectifiers for direct current
DC trains, or rotary converters for trains using alternating current AC at frequencies other than
that of the public grid. Sometimes they are also transmission substations or collector
substations if the railway network also operates its own grid and generators to supply the other
stations. A mobile substation is a substation on wheels, containing a transformer, breakers and
buswork mounted on a self-contained semi-trailer , meant to be pulled by a truck. They are
designed to be compact for travel on public roads, and are used for temporary backup in times
of natural disaster or war. Mobile substations are usually rated much lower than permanent
installations, and may be built in several units to meet road travel limitations. Substations
generally have switching, protection and control equipment, and transformers. In a large
substation, circuit breakers are used to interrupt any short circuits or overload currents that
may occur on the network. Smaller distribution stations may use recloser circuit breakers or
fuses for protection of distribution circuits. Substations themselves do not usually have
generators, although a power plant may have a substation nearby. Other devices such as
capacitors , voltage regulators , and reactors may also be located at a substation. Substations
may be on the surface in fenced enclosures, underground, or located in special-purpose
buildings. High-rise buildings may have several indoor substations. Indoor substations are
usually found in urban areas to reduce the noise from the transformers, for reasons of
appearance, or to protect switchgear from extreme climate or pollution conditions. A grounding
earthing system must be designed. The total ground potential rise , and the gradients in
potential during a fault called touch and step potentials , [6] must be calculated to protect
passers-by during a short circuit in the transmission system. Earth faults at a substation can
cause a ground potential rise. Currents flowing in the Earth's surface during a fault can cause
metal objects to have a significantly different voltage than the ground under a person's feet;
this touch potential presents a hazard of electrocution. Where a substation has a metallic fence,
it must be properly grounded to protect people from this hazard. The main issues facing a
power engineer are reliability and cost. A good design attempts to strike a balance between
these two, to achieve reliability without excessive cost. The design should also allow expansion
of the station, when required. Selection of the location of a substation must consider many
factors. Sufficient land area is required for installation of equipment with necessary clearances
for electrical safety, and for access to maintain large apparatus such as transformers. Where
land is costly, such as in urban areas, gas insulated switchgear may save money overall.
Substations located in coastal areas affected by flooding and tropical storms may often require
an elevated structure to keep equipment sensitive to surges hardened against these elements.
Environmental effects of the substation must be considered, such as drainage , noise and road
traffic effects. The substation site must be reasonably central to the distribution area to be
served. The site must be secure from intrusion by passers-by, both to protect people from
injury by electric shock or arcs, and to protect the electrical system from misoperation due to
vandalism. The first step in planning a substation layout is the preparation of a one-line diagram
, which shows in simplified form the switching and protection arrangement required, as well as
the incoming supply lines and outgoing feeders or transmission lines. It is a usual practice by
many electrical utilities to prepare one-line diagrams with principal elements lines, switches,
circuit breakers, transformers arranged on the page similarly to the way the apparatus would be
laid out in the actual station. In a common design, incoming lines have a disconnect switch and
a circuit breaker. In some cases, the lines will not have both, with either a switch or a circuit
breaker being all that is considered necessary. A disconnect switch is used to provide isolation,
since it cannot interrupt load current. A circuit breaker is used as a protection device to
interrupt fault currents automatically, and may be used to switch loads on and off, or to cut off a
line when power is flowing in the 'wrong' direction. When a large fault current flows through the
circuit breaker, this is detected through the use of current transformers. The magnitude of the
current transformer outputs may be used to trip the circuit breaker resulting in a disconnection
of the load supplied by the circuit break from the feeding point. This seeks to isolate the fault
point from the rest of the system, and allow the rest of the system to continue operating with
minimal impact. Both switches and circuit breakers may be operated locally within the
substation or remotely from a supervisory control center. With overhead transmission lines ,
the propagation of lightning and switching surges can cause insulation failures into substation
equipment. Line entrance surge arrestors are used to protect substation equipment
accordingly. Insulation Coordination studies are carried out extensively to ensure equipment
failure and associated outages is minimal. Once past the switching components, the lines of a
given voltage connect to one or more buses. These are sets of busbars , usually in multiples of
three, since three-phase electrical power distribution is largely universal around the world. The

arrangement of switches, circuit breakers, and buses used affects the cost and reliability of the
substation. For important substations a ring bus, double bus, or so-called "breaker and a half"
setup can be used, so that the failure of any one circuit breaker does not interrupt power to
other circuits, and so that parts of the substation may be de-energized for maintenance and
repairs. Substations feeding only a single industrial load may have minimal switching
provisions, especially for small installations. Once having established buses for the various
voltage levels, transformers may be connected between the voltage levels. These will again
have a circuit breaker, much like transmission lines, in case a transformer has a fault commonly
called a "short circuit". Along with this, a substation always has control circuitry needed to
command the various circuit breakers to open in case of the failure of some component. Early
electrical substations required manual switching or adjustment of equipment, and manual
collection of data for load, energy consumption, and abnormal events. As the complexity of
distribution networks grew, it became economically necessary to automate supervision and
control of substations from a centrally attended point, to allow overall coordination in case of
emergencies and to reduce operating costs. Early efforts to remote control substations used
dedicated communication wires, often run alongside power circuits. Power-line carrier ,
microwave radio , fiber optic cables as well as dedicated wired remote control circuits have all
been applied to Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition SCADA for substations. The
development of the microprocessor made for an exponential increase in the number of points
that could be economically controlled and monitored. Today, standardized communication
protocols such as DNP3 , IEC and Modbus , to list a few, are used to allow multiple intelligent
electronic devices to communicate with each other and supervisory control centers. Distributed
automatic control at substations is one element of the so-called smart grid. Switches, circuit
breakers, transformers and other apparatus may be interconnected by air-insulated bare
conductors strung on support structures. The air space required increases with system voltage
and with the lightning surge voltage rating. For medium-voltage distribution substations,
metal-enclosed switch gear may be used and no live conductors exposed at all. For higher
voltages, gas-insulated switch gear reduces the space required around live bus. Instead of bare
conductors, bus and apparatus are built into pressurized tubular containers filled with sulfur
hexafluoride SF 6 gas. This gas has a higher insulating value than air, allowing the dimensions
of the apparatus to be reduced. In addition to air or SF 6 gas, apparatus will use other insulation
materials such as transformer oil , paper, porcelain, and polymer insulators. Outdoor,
above-ground substation structures include wood pole, lattice metal tower, and tubular metal
structures, although other variants are available. Where space is plentiful and appearance of the
station is not a factor, steel lattice towers provide low-cost supports for transmission lines and
apparatus. Low-profile substations may be specified in suburban areas where appearance is
more critical. Indoor substations may be gas-insulated switchgear at high voltages , or
metal-enclosed or metal-clad switchgear at lower voltages. Urban and suburban indoor
substations may be finished on the outside so as to blend in with other buildings in the area. A
compact substation is generally an outdoor substation built in a metal enclosure, in which each
item of the electrical equipment is located very near to each other to create a relatively smaller
footprint size of the substation. Sobrinho From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Main article:
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provided by the electrical power industry for public utility service to an appropriate voltage ,
current type and frequency to supply railways, trams streetcars or trolleybuses with traction
current. Originally, the conversion equipment usually consisted of one or more motor-generator
sets containing three-phase synchronous AC motors and single-phase AC generators ,
mechanically coupled to a common shaft. Rotary converters were also used, especially where
the desired output was DC current from an AC source. In the s, DC was derived using electronic
valves mercury arc rectifiers. In modern systems, high-voltage DC HVDC "back-to-back"
stations are used instead of mechanical equipment to convert between different frequencies
and phases of AC power and solid-state thyristor rectifier systems are used for conversion from
AC power to DC traction power. Traction current converter plants are either decentralized where
one plant directly supplies the overhead lines or third rail of the traction system, with no feed
into a traction current distribution network or centralized for the supply of the traction power
network , usually in addition to the direct supply of the overhead lines or third rail. Central
traction current converter plants are generally found in Germany primarily in the cities of
Neckarwestheim , Ulm , Nuremberg , Austria and Switzerland , while decentralized traction
current converter plants are generally found in Norway , Sweden and the German states of
Mecklenburg-Vorpommern and Brandenburg as well as parts of Great Britain. A List of railway
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include power stations, major wind farms and inter-connectors from other countries and
regions. Exit points are to lower voltage kV, kV, 66 kV and 33 kV transmission and distribution
substations which are also shown in the tables. The first high-voltage substations in Britain
were built as part of the National Grid in â€”33 by the Central Electricity Board under the
provisions of the Electricity Supply Act The substations and the grid operated at kV and
provided local and regional inter-connections. From the super-grid and its substations were
built by the Transmission Project Group within the Central Electricity Generating Board and
included architects and landscape architects. The kV super-grid reduced the number of lines
and substations and therefore the number of amenity objections. Between and , , tall trees, ,
smaller trees and 17, ground cover plants had been used to screen substations. The substation
used lighter support structures and the height was reduced from 72 ft to 53 ft Centralised
co-ordination of electricity supplies in Northern Ireland began with the establishment of the
Electricity Board for Northern Ireland in The kV substations in England and Wales and their
interconnections are given in the following table. The identification codes e. The lower voltage
transmission, if any, from the substation is also given. The kV substations in Scotland and their
interconnections are given in the following table. The identification codes for the
interconnecting lines and the lower voltage transmission, if any, from the substation are also
given. There are two interconnections between England and Scotland. On the west coast the kV
overland line between Harker substation in Cumbria and Gretna substation, Dumfries and
Galloway. There are no kV systems in Northern Ireland; the highest transmission voltage is kV.
The substations and their interconnections are given in the table. The lower voltage generally
kV transmission from the substation is also given. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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underground Severn-Wye cable tunnel. Feed from Burbo Bank wind farm. Code 4VM Also feed
from Rampion wind farm. Connahs Quay. Culham JET. Elstree to St. Lower Lea Valley Cable
Tunnel. High Marnham. Feed from Damhead Creek. Little Barford. Includes overhead Thames
Crossing. South Humber Bank power station. Sutton Bridge power station. Includes Thames
Cable Tunnel. Feed from Sutton Bridge Power Station. Overhead Thames Crossing. Sheffield
City. Feed from Wilton power stations. Ballylumford power station. Kilroot power station.
Premium Membership. To explain in very simple words, I would say that substation is a bunch
of electrical devices gathered and connected in one place. On top are clever electrical devices
who control and protect others in order to everything work properly. And all devices in
substation are happy, at least until something goes wrongâ€¦. In a less simple way, substation
is the key part of electrical generation, transmission, and distribution systems. Substation
transforms voltage from high to low or from low to high as necessary. Substation also
dispatches electric power from generating stations to the consumption center. Electric power
may flow through several substations between the generating plant and the consumer, and the
voltage may be changed in several steps. Transmission substations integrate transmission
lines into a network with multiple parallel interconnections, so that power can flow freely over
long distances from any generator to any consumer. This transmission grid is often called the
bulk power system. Typically, transmission lines operate at voltages above kV. Transmission
substations often include transformation from one transmission voltage level to another. The
primary function of transmission is to transmit bulk power from sources of desirable generation
to bulk power delivery points. Benefits have traditionally included lower electrical energy costs,
access to renewable energy such as wind and hydro, locating power plants away from large
population centers, and access to alternative generation sources when primary sources are not
available. Sub-transmission substations typically operate at 33 kV through kV voltage levels.
This kind of substations transform the high voltages used for efficient long distance
transmission through the grid to the sub-transmission voltage levels. These supply lines are
radial feeders , each connecting the substation to a small number of distribution substations.
Dual-source sub-transmission configuration is more reliable: Faults on one of the radial
sub-transmission circuits should not cause interruptions to substations. Double-circuit faults
can cause multiple station interruptions. Single-source, radial subtransmission configuration is
less reliable: Faults on the radial sub-transmission circuit can cause interruptions to multiple
substations. Also, new sub-transmission lines tend to be put underground , as development of
solid-insulation cables has made costs more reasonable. Note that distribution voltage level

may vary in countries worldwide. Transformers are an essential part of any electrical power
system. They come in various sizes and voltage ratings. AC transformers are one of the keys to
allowing widespread distribution of electric power as we see it today. Transformers efficiently
convert electricity to higher voltage for long distance transmission and back down to low
voltages suitable for customer usage. The distribution power transformers perform the
necessary voltage transition from transmission or sub-transmission voltage level to a level
suitable for power distribution. One example of such transition would be a change from 66 kV to
11 kV. Three-phase banks, constructed from single-phase units, can also be implemented due
to specific reasons like the road transportation restrictions or request for single-phase spare
unit. The power transformer is generally the most expensive single component in a primary
distribution substation. In the following, the distribution power transformer features,
construction and protection and their influence to the complete distribution system
performance are discussed. The focus is in mineral oil-insulated oil-immersed three-phase units
, which form the majority of distribution power transformers in applications under IEC influence.
Circuit breakers which control high voltages and protect other substation equipment are also
located at power substations. Many outdoor substations use oil-filled circuit breakers. This type
of circuit breaker has contacts immersed in an insulating oil contained in a metal enclosure.
Another type of high-voltage circuit breaks is the magnetic air breaker in which the contacts
separate in the air when the power line is overloaded. Magnetic blowout coils are used to
develop a magnetic field which causes the arc produced when the contacts break. So, arc
concentrated into are chutes where it is extinguished. It should be pointed out that large arcs
are present whenever a high-voltage circuit is interrupted. This problem is not encountered to
any great extent in low-voltage protective equipment. Two main circuit breaker types based on a
construction are live tank breakers and the dead tank breakers. Dead tank breakers are
generally only available for outdoor installations from 33 kV upwards. Disconnecting switches
are used to disconnect electrical equipment from the power lines which supply the equipment.
Ordinarily, disconnect switches are not operated when current is flowing through them. These
switches are available for indoor or outdoor use in both manual and motor-operated designs.
The electrical and physical connection of substation buses are typically governed by safety,
reliability, economy, maintainability and ease of operations. Bus structures must be designed to
withstand high short-circuit currents and large mechanical forces as a consequence. The
electrical installations are exposed to overvoltage stresses caused by various sources. A
single- or two-phase earth fault leads to a temporary overvoltage situation in the healthy phase
s and also in the neutral of Y-connected power transformers. All power transmission lines must
be isolated to avoid safety hazards. Large strings of insulators are used at substations and at
other points along the power distribution system to isolate the current carrying conductors
from their steel supports or any other ground mounted equipment. Protective relays provide an
accurate and sensitive method of protecting electrical distribution equipment from short
circuits and other abnormal conditions. Overcurrent relays are used to cause the rapid opening
of electrical power lines when the current exceeds a predetermined value. The response time of
the relays is very important in protecting the equipment from damage. In a modern primary
switchgear, the bay-dedicated functions like protection, control and measurement are carried
out with feeder terminals. The Feeder terminal performs the assigned protection functions,
carries out the local and remote control of switching devices, gathers and processes and
displays measured data and indicates the status of the switching devices. This protective
equipment must be designed to handle high voltages and currents. Either fuses or circuit
breakers may be used to protect high-voltage power lines. High-voltage fuses those used for
over volts are made in several ways. An expulsion-type fuse has an element which will melt and
vaporize when it is overloaded, causing the power line connected in series with it to open.
Liquid fuses have a liquid-filled metal enclosure , which contains the fuse element. The liquid
acts as an suppressing medium. When the fuse element melts due to an excessive current in a
power line, the element is immersed m the liquid to extinguish the arc. Distribution substations
should be located as close to the load to be served as possible. In addition, future load
requirement should be planned accurate. The level of distribution voltage is also very important
consideration. Generally, the higher the distribution voltage, the farther apart substations may
be located. However, they become larger in capacity and in number of customers served as
distance apart increases. The decision of substation location must be based upon system
reliability and economic factors. Among these factors are:. Also considered is the fact that
conductor size increases as the size of the load supplied increases. The primary voltage level
affects not only the size of conductors, but also the size of regulation equipment, insulation and
other equipment ratings. This is a brilliant approach to the basics of substations,simple and
straight forward. Keep on providing this good food for us ,potential engineers. Thank you. Nice

article, but one important thing I see missing is voltage regulators for individual distribution
circuits.. This is an outstanding write up. I like it so much. How can I get more materials on this?
Thanks for the good job. Search for:. The basic things about substations you MUST know in the
middle of the night! So, what is the substation? And all devices in substation are happy, at least
until something goes wrongâ€¦ The basic things about substations you MUST know in the
middle of the night! This way of power transmission through supply lines to the distribution
substations in the surrounding regions is far more cost-effective. Most of sub-transmission
lines are overhead type. Many of them are built right along roads and streets just like
distribution lines. Some higher voltage sub-transmission lines use a private right-of-way such
as bulk transmission lines use. The feeders serve a large number of premises and usually
contain many branches. The size of a distribution power transformer typically varies roughly
from 16 MVA to 63 MVA, weighing somewhere between 20 to 50 tons. The transformer is
typically a three-phase unit. A modification of this type is the compressed-air circuit breaker. In
this type, a stream of compressed air is concentrated on the contact when the power line is
opened. The compressed air aids in extinguishing the arc, which is developed when the
contacts open. A high-voltage arcing problem would occur if disconnect switches were opened
while current was flowing through them. Bus is actually the electrical structure to which all
power lines and transformers are connected. Generally, there are two types: open air and
enclosed. Enclosed buses are used in buildings or outdoors where space is at precious. Some
common types of faults which may be protected by relays are line-to-ground short circuits,
line-to-line short circuits, double line-to-ground short circuits, and three-phase line short
circuits. Each of these conditions is caused by faulty circuit conditions which draw abnormally
high current fault current from the power lines. A solid material fuse is similar to a liquid fuse
except that the arc is extinguished in a chamber filled with solid material. Usually, high-voltage
fuses at substations are mounted adjacent to air-break disconnect switches. These switches
provide a means of switching power lines and disconnecting them for repair purpose. Related
EEP's content with sponsored links. It helps you to shape up your technical skills in your
everyday life as an electrical engineer. Professional in AutoCAD programming. Leave a
Comment Cancel Reply. Learn from experienced engineers and sharpen up your knowledge.
Browse Courses. The content is copyrighted to EEP and may not be reproduced on other
websites. Facebook Linkedin Linkedin Twitter. The Plaza Substation was an electrical
substation that formed a part of the "Yellow Car" streetcar system operated by the Los Angeles
Railway from the early s until After being threatened with demolition in the s, the Plaza
Substation was added to the National Register of Historic Places in In May , Henry Huntington ,
owner of the Los Angeles Railway, announced plans to build a new substation near the old
plaza. Its location will be on the Plaza, and its completion will mean a long step forward toward
the perfection of a system that already is surpassed by few in this country. The Times described
the role of the Plaza Substation this way:. In these there are no oil furnaces, boilers, or steam
engines; only the electric current itself has to be dealt with, so that there is economy on the
score both of plant and of labor. The central station, besides generating the electricity, also
performs the work of a substation. It sends out about 40 per cent of the power used for the
operation of the street cars on the Los Angeles Railway Company's system. The Plaza station,
distributes the next 40 per cent used, while the three others combined account for the
remaining 20 per cent. When the Yellow Cars stopped running in , the building located along the
city's old Mexican marketplace, Olvera Street , was converted to other uses. However, critics of
the structure argued it was out of keeping with the pre flavor of Olvera Street and sought to
remove it. Doyce Nunis, issued a report stating that the substation had "no identifiable historic
value". Nunis wrote: "There was no identifiable distinguished architect involved and the design
was commonplace. After receiving the historian's report, the city's Recreation and Parks
Commission with the support of Mayor Tom Bradley voted to demolish the building and replace
it with a Mexican market and storage facility. Tear Down a Historic Building? Is it worth a
continuing place along Olvera Street because it was a substation for our early transit system?
Because it survives as a sturdy example of good contractor's performance? Because it sits near
so much important history? I think the substation is an excellent example of the way conserving
can become a disease. A group called Californians for Preservation Action filed a lawsuit
seeking to prevent the building's demolition, and a state court judge issued a restraining order
halting the demolition. The substation is one of the two buildings in the Los Angeles Plaza
Historic District that is itself separately listed in the National Register of Historic Places, having
been so listed in September From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. United States historic place.
Plaza Substation. National Register of Historic Places. National Park Service. April 15, Los
Angeles Times. Downtown Los Angeles. Wholesale District. National Register of Historic Places
in California. Los Angeles Pasadena San Francisco. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit

View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as
PDF Printable version. Add links. It was built in It is also known as 5 Mountain Street. The
Mountain Street substation is a purpose designed and built structure constructed c. The
Mountain Street substation is an unusual tuck pointed face brick structure on a corner site,
designed in the Federation Free Style evidenced by the use of a sandstone window headers, sill
detailing and gabled parapet with curvilinear elements and contrasting manganese banded
brick parapet. Stylistic elements also include a la
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rge arched entrance flanked by a ventilator and a multi paned window in the gabled wall and a
pitched roof with exposed rafters. The Mountain Street substation is constructed using load
bearing face brick and sandstone block for the parapet. The main entrance is incorporates a
brick arch. The windows are multi paned and the main entrance is a steel roller shutter. The
external materials used were face brick, sandstone block, with a steel roller shutter. As at 10
November , the Mountain Street substation is a rare and early example of an externally intact
substation dating from the Federation period. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. New
South Wales Heritage Register. Energy portal. Office of Environment and Heritage. Retrieved 13
October Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community
portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons.
Add links. Federation Free Style. Location of Ultimo Substation in Sydney.

